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ABSTRACT
A stron om ical Im age M an ip u lation In T h e Transform D om ain

by
Biao Chen
Dr. Shahram Latifi, Ebcamination Committee Chair
Professor of Electrical & Computer Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
It is well known that images are usually stored and transmitted in the compressed
form to save memory space and I/O bandwidth. Among many image compression
schemes, transform coding is a widely used coding method. Traditionally, pro
cessing a compressed image requires decompression first. Following manipulations,
the processed image is compressed again for storage. To reduce the computational
complexity and processing time, manipulating images in the semi-compressed or
transform domain is an efficient solution.
Many astronomical images are compressed and stored by JPEG and HCOMPRESS, which are based on the Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) and the Discrete
Wavelet Transform(DWT), respectively. In this thesis, a suite of image processing
algorithms in the transform domain, DCT and DWT, is developed. In particular,
new methods for edge enhancement and minimum(MIN) / maximum(MAX) gray
scale intensity estimation in the DCT domain are proposed. Algebraic operations
iii
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and image interpolation in the DWT domain are addressed. The superiority of new
algorithms over the conventional ones is demonstrated by comparing the time com
plexities and qualities of the processed image in the transform domain to those in
the spatial domain.

IV
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In image processing, processing speed as well as memory and I/O utilization are
major issues to be considered. Most image data in a database are usually archived
or transmitted in the compressed form. Traditionally, to manipulate a compressed
image, we usually need to fully decompress the image, do manipulation, then re
compress it to save it back into the database. Therefore, processing an image in its
compressed form is one efficient way to handle image data and save the computer
resources at the same time.
Astronomical images can be extremely large, making the potential gains &om
image compression very important. For instance, the Space Telescope Science In
stitute (STScI) has digitized photographic plates covering the entire sky, generating
1500 images each having 14000 x 14000 16-bit pixels. Several astronomical groups
are now constructing cameras with mosaics of large CCDs (each 2048 x 2048 or
larger); these instruments will be used in projects that generate data at a rate ex
ceeding lOOMBytes every 5 minutes for many years [31]. In other words, there are
more than 100-MByte image information being sent to the Earth every 5 minutes,
which makes the image database extremely large. Compression of such images can
reduce the volume of data that is necessary to store and can shorten the time re
quired to transmit images. Therefore, image compression is necessary for various
reasons, which may in practice motivate different compression strategies. In as
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tronomy, JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) and HCOMPRESS are two
popular methods based on transform coding.
JPEG was demonstrated as the most reliable method, particularly for high com
pression ratios [29]. As we know, JPEG is a compression standard, which use the
Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) because most coefficients in the DCT domain are
small and can be quantized to zero. In other words, the data rate in the DCT
domain is much lower than that in the spatial domain. Therefore, manipulating
images by directly calculating only non-zero DCT coefficients in the transform do
main without inverse transform can greatly reduce the storage requirement as well
as computational time.
Another compression scheme for astronomical image is HCOMPRESS, which
was for use at the STScI. The technique is developed based on the properties of
astronomical images. Astronomical images have some unusual characteristics mak
ing most existing image compression techniques either ineffective or inapplicable. A
typical image consists of a nearly flat background sprinkled with point objects and
occasional extended objects. The images are often noisy, so that lossless compres
sion is not appropriate. Furthermore, the images are usually subjected to stringent
quantitative analysis, so it is unwise to discard any information that may be useful
later. Nevertheless, images are frequently inspected visually, and it is imperative to
have a lossy compression scheme that simultaneously aJlows fast inspection and, only
when necessary, exact recovery of the image. Therefore, an effective compression
method applied to astronomical images should be done in both lossless and lossy
modes. HCOMPRESS is a compression package, which was developed to meet these
requirements. HCOMPRESS is based on 2-D Haar transform (H-transform), one of
the Discrete Wavelet Tfransform (DWT) methods. Processing HCOMPRESSed im
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ages in the H-transform domain can save the computational efforts spent on inverse
and forward H-transforms.
The main objectives of the thesis are to develop new algorithms for edge enhance
ment, filtering and miniTniim/TnaYimiim gray scale intensity estimation in the DCT
domain, and to demonstrate basic algebraic operations and image interpolation in
the transform domain. These algorithms can provide fast manipulation methods for
images compressed by JPEG and HCOMPRESS.
The thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduction.
The background and the related research are described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3
presents fast algorithm s for image manipulation in the DCT domain, together with
experimental results and analysis. The algebraic operations and interpolation in the
DWT domain are derived in Chapter 4. Finally, conclusions and future directions
are summarized in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND
In this chapter, an overview of image compression algorithms along with previous
work on manipulating compressed image data is presented. In Section 2.1, a brief
review of DCT and JPEG standard is given. An introduction to Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) and HCOMPRESS is presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 ad
dresses a survey of previous research on manipulating compressed image data.
2.1

A n O verview o f D C T an d JP E G

2.1.1 DCT and Its Properties
Many compression algorithms, such as JPEG, MPEG(Moving Pictures Expert
Group) and H.261(a compression standard for videoconferencing), generally di
vide an image into small sub-blocks and then compress the sub-blocks using the
DCT. The general two dimensional M-hy-N Forward DCT(FDCT) and Inverse
DCT(IDCT) are described by Equations (2 .1) and (2.2).
FDCT:
#

5

1

(2 .1)

mCT:
=
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(2 .2)

where
^

fo r u ,v = 0
otherwise

and f{ iij) and F{u, v) refer to the original image block and its corresponding DCT
coefficients block with size of M-hy-N, respectively [22]. The JPEG and MPEG
compression standards use these equations with M and N equal to 8 .
The following properties of the DCT [13,17] are very useful in image processing.
For these properties, x and y are spatial domain blocks, Xc and Yc are the DCT of
the

X

and y, respectively, and C represents the cosine transform matrix.

Property 1. Linearity: Each DCT coefficient is a linear combination of all pixels
vrithin a given block, i.e. ax{ni,n 2 ) + by(ni,n 2 ) < ----- > a X d ki, Ag) + bVdki, tg)
Property 2. Separable Sequence:

x{ni,n2) = Xi(ni)a:2(n2) < ---- > Xdki,k2) = Xic{ki)X2c(k2)
Property 3. Real and orthogonal:
(a) real x{ni,n 2 ) < ----- > real X d h , k2 )
(b) Orthogonal: C — C *

> C~^ — Cf^

Property 4. Distributive to matrix multiplication: DCT{ab) = DCT{a)DCT{b)
Property 5. Cosine Transform has good energy compaction.
2.1.2 JPEG Compression Scheme
The JPEG compression standard is one of the most widely used standards for
lossy image compression, which is based on transform coding. The main process of
JPEG is shown in Figure 2.1.
The original image is decomposed into 8-by-8 sub-blocks, and the value of 128
is subtracted from each pixel to limit all the pixel values to the range of -128 to
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of JPEG Compression Algorithm
127. Then each sub-block is Forward Discrete Cosine Transformed into frequency
domain and quantized so that most coefficients are equal to zero. The quantization is
implemented by the quantization table in which each value is frequency dependent.
The choice of the quantization table determines the compression ratio and quality of
decompressed image. Each quantized block is converted into a 64-element vector by
zig-zag scanning. The non-zero(DC and low frequency) elements are concentrated
in the beginning part of each vector. Many zeros in the rear part are highly coded
by Run-Length Coding. Finally, Huffman Coding is used to further reduce the data
size of the compressed image.
The decompression process just reverses the above steps to reconstruct the image.
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It constitutes Huffinan decoding, Run-Length decoding, writing back the decoded
data in matrices by zig-zag method, dequantization, IDCT, and composition.
The lossless compression method with JPEG is fully independent of transformbased coding. Instead, it uses differential coding to form prediction residuals that
are then coded with either a H uffman coder or an arithmetic coder.
2 .2

W avelet T h eory and H C O M PR E SS

Another transform ending scheme used for image compression and analysis is
Discrete Wavelet 'ftansform(DWT). We, hereby, introduce the theory of DWT and
its properties and a compression algorithm based on the Haar wavelet transform,
widely used by NASA.
2.2.1 Wavelets, DWT and its properties
In general, when dealing with stationary signals, whose statistical properties
are invariant over time, the ideal tool is the Fourier Transform(FT). The FT is an
infinite linear combination of dilated cosine and sine waves. When we encounter
non-stationary signals, we can represent these signals by linear combinations of
atomic decompositions known as wavelets. Wavelet theory represents “things” by
breaking them down into many interrelated component pieces. When the pieces
are scaled and translated wavelets, this breaking down process is termed a wavelet
decomposition or wavelet transform.
Wavelet transforms have received much visibility recently. They are linear mul
tiresolution decompositions for continuous-time and discrete-time signals whose ba
sis functions are wavelets. Wavelet transforms involve the scaling or warping op
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eration. They also involve the translation or shifting operation [1, 3]. For the
Continuous Wavelet Transfonn(CWT), the wavelet transform basis

is defined

by the scale and shift parameters a and 6, respectively, as follows,
va

— -)
a

(2.3)

The wavelet coefficients associated with the input signal x{t) are obtained by the
inner product
W i(a,6) = r ° il}ab{t)x{t)dt = {tpabix)

where a €.

(2.4)

y—
oo
b G R. Thus, we see that the wavelet transform maps a function x{t)

to a new two-dimensional function across scale and translation, a and 6, respectively.
To be a mother wavelet, a function must be oscillatory, have fast decay toward zero,
and integrate to zero, i.e. zero mean condition as shown in Equation (2.5).
r

J —oo

i}{t)dt = 0

(2.5)

These three conditions are the admissibility condition of a function to be a mother
wavelet. The CWT can be inverted provided 0(i) satisfies the admissibility condi
tion.
The wavelet parameters, a and 6, in Wx{a,b) are continuous. Since the coef
ficients are continuous, the CWT is not well suited to computer implementations.
Therefore, a and 6 are often sampled and the wavelet basis goes to
'>Pj,k{t)=

j,keZ

(2.6)

where j and k are scaling(dilation) and translation parameters, respectively. Thus,
any signal x{t) G L^(R)(the space of square integrable functions) can be represented
as
^(*) ~

3,k
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(2.7)

where both j and k are integer indices. The two-dimensional set of coefficients
in Equation (2.7) is called the Discrete Wavelet 'ltansform(DWT) of x{t), which are
inner product of

and x(t) [3].

The wavelet transform is a powerful tool for the multiresolutional analysis and
synthesis of signals. Localization of signal characteristics in spatial (or time) and
frequency domains can be accomplished very efficiently with wavelets. This allows
us to simultaneously determine sharp transitions in the spectrum of the signal and
the position (or time) of their occurrence.
Together with the scaling function,
(Pk{t) = (p(t - k)

(2 .8 )

a more general statement of the DWT for any function g{t) € L^(R) can be written
as a series expansion in terms of the scaling function and wavelets:
9(t)=

c{k)(pkit) + Y^ £
k = —oo

d{j,k)3l)j,k{t)

(2.9)

j = 0 k = —oo

where c and d are low and high frequency DWT coefficients. The basic structure
of a wavelet transform is composed of recursive filtering and decimation. Figure
2.2 shows a two-stage two-band wavelet analysis and synthesis structure, where ho

and hi are lowpass and highpass analysis filters; qq and gi are lowpass and highpass
synthesis filters, respectively. They are formed based on different wavelet bases,
such as Haar, Daubechies, etc.
2.2.2 HCOMPRESS
HCOMPRESS is an image compression package written by Richard L. White
for use at the STScI. Briefly, HCOMPRESS is implemented in three steps [31, 32]:
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Figure 2.2: Two-stage two-band wavelet analysis & synthesis structure
1. A wavelet transform called the H-transform, which is based on a Haar trans
form generalized to two dimensions
2. Scalar quantization that discards noise in the image while retaining the signal
on all scales
3. Quadtree coding of the quantized coefficients followed by H uffm an coding
The H-transform is a simple two dimensional wavelet transform. It uses the Haar
wavelet basis, and is calculated for an image of size 2^-by-2^ as follows [31, 32]:
1. An image is divided into 2-by-2 sub-blocks.

2. Each sub-block is computed using 2-D H-transform:
1 1
1 1

-1
-1

1
1

1 ’ -1
1
^ = 2
1
^
1
2 -1

-1 '
1
-1 ■
1

(2.10)

where hi, h*, hy and hd are denoted as four coefficients for each 2-by-2 sub
block after H-transform, which are low frequency component, horizontal, ver
tical and diagonal differences, respectively.
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3. Reconstruct a 2^~^-by-2^“^ image from hi values of each 2-by-2 sub-block
and repeat the above computation. Repeat this process N times, reducing the
image in size by a factor of 2 at each step, until only one hi value remains.
The H-transform has several advantages over some other wavelet transforms
that have been apphed to image compression (e.g., Daubechies), in the following
aspects. First, the transform can be performed completely with integer arithmetic,
which makes it exactly reversible. Second, it can be used for either lossless or lossy
compression. No special technique is required for the case of lossless compression (as
was needed for the JPEG compression standard). However, compared with other
wavelet transforms, H-transform does not take better advantage of continuity of
pixel values within images. Usually, other wavelet transforms can produce higher
compression ratios for very smooth images. Nevertheless, for astronomical images,
which are mostly flat sky sprinkled with point sources, the smoothness built into
higher-order transforms can actually reduce the effectiveness of compression because
one must keep more coefficients to describe each point source.
2.3

R ela ted R esearch

Many data compression standards, such as JPEG, MPEG and H.261, use the
DCT to code image/video data because most coefficients in the DCT domain are
small and can be quantized to zero. In other words, the data rate in the DCT
domain is much lower than that in the spatial domain. Therefore, manipulating
images by directly calculating only non-zero DCT coefficients in the transformed
domain without computing the inverse transform can greatly reduce the storage
requirement as well as computational time.
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Much research was done on manipulating compressed images based on the DCT
properties. Smith and Rowe [28] derived a set of algorithms for algebraic operations
including scalar addition/multiphcation and pixel-wise addition/multiphcation, and
described examples of appUcations. Ngan and Clarke [20] apphed the convolutionmultiphcation property of the DCT to image processing. The convolution of image
sequence and filter can be approximated by multipHcation of the DCT of the signal
and the DCT of the filter impulse response, when filter is suitably chosen. Chitprasert and Rao [11] developed a simple convolution-multiphcation relationship for
the DCT filtering when a real and even frequency response filter is used. Lee and Lee
[15] proposed algorithms for filtering in the DCT domain using pipelining structure,
which is suitable for VLSI implementations.
Based on the research mentioned above, Chang, Wang and Messerschmitt [7, 8]
developed algorithms for image translation, scaling, overlapping (opaque and semi
transparent), linear filtering and pixel multiphcation that can be apphed to image
subtitling, anti-ahasing, and masking. They further derived new algorithms [5, 6] for
image shearing and rotation using multi-pass techniques and matrix multiphcation,
and techniques for image/video indexing, editing, searching and matching in the
DCT domain. Shen and Sethi [25, 26] apphed the above algebraic operations and
developed their inner-block manipulation and scanline algorithms for compressed
stih/video images with more mathematical details. Other important operations,
such as locating areas of interest and detecting coarse edges, were also described in
the hterature [27]. In 1997, Ricardo L. de Queiroz of Xerox Co. proposed techniques
for scaling, previewing, rotating, mirroring, cropping, recompressing and segmenting
JPEG-compressed data, particularly concerning images manipulated in the printing
business[21].
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The computational complexity of the DCT domain manipulations depends on
the image compression rate and the sparsity of DCT coefficient matrices. For blockwise operations, the complexity can be reduced up to 65%, and speed-up can be
more than 100 without obvious quality degradation according to the experimental
data [6 , 26, 28].
In most recent years, wavelet-based analysis has emerged as a powerful problem
solving tool for mathematicians, scientists, and engineers. In turn, wavelet trans
forms have recently become increasingly popular for image processing, analysis, and
compression, as wavelets provide efficient localization in both time and frequency (or
scale). After the multiresolution decomposition, the local features of an image can
be captured with fewer coefficients, and the high frequency subbands of the wavelet
transform contain the information of difference, which are mostly represented by
small numbers. This characteristic of the wavelet transform results in an efficient
compression [3, 14]. Wavelet transform domain processing of image data reduces
computational complexity greatly. Some researchers have proposed alg o rith m s for
image processing in the wavelet transform domain. Xu et al. [33] derived a noise fil
tration technique using wavelet transform filters while preserving sharp edges. Ryan
et al. [23] proposed a new image compression algorithm using texture modeling in
the wavelet domain, which avoid the boundary blending problems usually associated
with polygonal modeling. In [12], Hosur and Tewfik developed two new adaptive
FIR filtering algorithms that made use of least square algorithms in the wavelet
transform domain. Based on the analysis of Holder regularity of wavelet, Carey
et al. [4] presented a regularity-preserving image interpolation scheme, which over
came the oversmoothing problems associated with traditional interpolation methods.
These algorithms, however, use wavelets to improve upon the quality of a process
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ing techniques. They were not intended to be a short-cut to avoid processing in the
spatial domain. If these algorithms are implemented and used in conjunction with
wavelet-based image databases, images can be manipulated directly in the transform
domain. This obviates the need for inverse transformation and spatial processing of
data.
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CHAPTERS

IMAGE MANIPULATION IN THE DCT DOMAIN
Based on research work of image operations in the DCT domain addressed in the
previous chapters, this chapter brings together the theoretical methods presented in
the literature to address an important application in remote sensing. The novelty of
this work also lies in the discovery of the diagonal nature of some filtering matrices
in the DCT domain, which results in major savings in computations. In this chap
ter, fast algorithms for spatial feature manipulation including contrast stretching,
highpass filtering, edge enhancement and MIN/MAX gray scale determination in
the DCT domain are derived. Experimental results and performance analyses are
presented as well.
3.1

C ontrast M an ip u lation in th e D C T D om ain

Low contrast makes it difficult to recognize the details of an image. The reason
for this is that data in the image use only a small portion of possible gray levels of
the display, while a display typically works over a range of 256 gray levels. Contrast
stretching is one type of contrast manipulations, which extends this narrow range
of image data over a wider range so that the full 256 gray levels of the display can
be utilized.
Linear stretching is a uniform expansion of the gray scale intensities of an image.

15
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It modifies each pixel in an image using the following equation:

where input is the gray level of the pixel in the input image, output is the gray
level of the pixel after the operation, MIN is the minimum gray level of the input
image and MAX the maximum gray level of the input image [16]. For JPEG the
compression scheme, input image data are normalized firom [0, 255] to [-128, 127]
before FDCT. Thus, the corresponding contrast stretching should be changed to

where inputf, cutpulf, M IN ' and M A X ' are corresponding values after normaliza
tion.
Due to the linearity of the DCT, linear contrast stretching can be calculated
directly in the DCT domain by Equation (3.3) or (3.4).
DCT[Output\ =

_- - - ~ iDCT[Inp^] - DCT[MIN\)

(3.3)

OKC

DCT[Outpulf] =

_ ^ ^ ^ {DCT[Inpulf] - DCT[MIN']} - DCT[128] (3.4)

where [Input]/[Input'] and [Output]J[0utpu1f\ are input and output image sub
blocks before/after normalization, respectively. [MIN], [MIN'] and [128] are 8by-8 matrices with all elements equal to M IN , M IN ', and 128, respectively. In
reality, the subtraction must be performed on only the DC component. Figure 3.1
is an original image of the moon. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the results of contrast
stretching of Figure 3.1 in the spatial and DCT domain using Equations (3.1) and
(3.4), respectively. The range of gray levels of the original image is from 10 to
90. After contrast stretching, this range is extended over the range of 0 to 255.
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Figure 3.1: Original image of Moon: Gray scales are over the range of 10 to 90.

Figure 3.2: Contrast stretching of Fig
ure 3.1 in the spatial domain: Gray
scales are over the range of 0 to 255

Figure 3.3: Contrast stretching in
the DCT domain using Equation 3.4:
Gray scales of the reconstructed image
are over the range of 0 to 255
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Obviously, contrast stretching effectively improves the quality of image. The range
of gray levels of the image, i.e. M I N and M A X , must be available prior to the
operation. Later in the section, we wiU use this operation as one of the steps used
to perform edge enhancement.
3.2

S patial F iltering an d F ilterin g in th e D C T Domain
3.2.1 Theory of Spatial Filtering

Spatial filtering attempts to modify the pixel values according to the gray levels
of neighboring pixels. Here we only consider spatial lowpass filtering and highpass
filtering. Spatial lowpass filtering can be viewed as a spatial averaging operation
which can smooth and blur the image, while the spatial highpass filter is useful in
sharpening and extracting the edges of the image.
Spatial averaging in an image means replacing the current pixel with the average
value of the pixels around it to emphasize the low frequency features, i.e. large area
changes of gray level. Figure 3.4(a) shows the spatial lowpass filtering process,
and Figure 3.5(a) shows a sample lowpass filter kernel [17].

The filtering can

be implemented in the spatial domain by convolving an image with a filter kernel.
The filter kernel is an array with properly assigned coefi5cients of odd size, such as
3x3, 5x5 or 7x7. The m-by-m lowpass filter kernel has 1/m^ as coefficients at each
position. The convolution operation is to move such a kernel throughout the original
image, and the output of the pixel value at the center of the kernel is calculated
as the weighted sum of corresponding pixel values. For instance, if we apply the
lowpass filter in Figure 3.5(a), each pixel in the output image is equal to the average
of nine input pixels which are included in the window of the filter kernel.
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Âm,n)

Lowpass Filter
(Spatial Averaging)

f/rn ,n )

(a) Spatial Lowpass Filter

nm,n)

Lowpass Filter

or
f[m,n)

f/m ,n )

Highpass Filter

■ ■

A

■ ,

-

(b) Spatial Highpass Filter
Figure 3.4: Spatial filters. f{m ,n), fi{m,n) and fh{m,n) are the original image,
lowpass filter output, and highpass filter output, respectively.

The highpass filter, on the other hand, emphasizes the high frequency compo
nents in an image. Highpass filtered images can be obtained by either subtracting
the lowpass filter output from the original image or convolving the highpass filter
kernel with the original image directly. The highpass filtering theory and an example
of highpass filter kernel are shown in Figures 3.4(b) and 3.5(b), respectively. The
convolution result can be explained as extracting the difference among the pixels
included in the kernel window.
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(a) A lowpass filter kernel

G)) ^ highpass filter kernel

Figure 3.5: Sample filter kernels

3.2.2 Linear Highpass Filtering in the DCT Domain
When a kernel is separable, the convolution operation can be replaced by a
matrix multiplication operation which is linear. In other words, we can decompose
the two-dimensional filter as two one-dimensional filters, which can be applied first
in one direction, then in the other. Since the DCT is an orthogonal, separable
and linear transform, two-dimensional separable linear filtering can be done in the
DCT domain by multiplication with the pre-matrix and post-matrix for the vertical
and horizontal direction filtering [5, 7, 8]. Two solutions for highpass filtering are
presented. Let H,-, H/,*, and Bni be an 8-by-8 image sub-block and the corresponding
sub-blocks after lowpass and highpass filtering, respectively.
Solution (I):
One solution for linear highpass filtering is to subtract a lowpass filtered image
firom the original. Let us denote Vim and Him as the pre- and post-matrix, where Im
represents lowpass filter kernel with size of m-by-m. Considering the lowpass filter
as spatial averaging, we decompose the 3-by-3 filter kernel shown in Figure 3.5(a)
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by arranging the pre- and post-matrix as follows:
( ^ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 )

Vi3 = H /3 =

-

X

1
0
0
0
0
0
(0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
I 0 0
I I 0
1 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 1

0
0
0
0
0
1
2 j

(3.5)

Here we assume the pixels outside every image sub-block have the same value as
those pixels inside the same sub-block with block boundary as a mirror. A ccording to
this criteria, we can make filter matrices symmetric, so that the pre-matrix Vim and
the post-matrix Him are equal to each other. Similarly, 5-by-5 and 7-by-7 lowpass
filter kernels can also be decomposed in the same way. The pre- and post-matrix
are described by Equations (3.6) and (3.7).
f 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 ^

Vi5 = H is = ^

o

X

2
1
0
0
0
0

\0

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
1
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
I 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 2
1 2 ‘i )

(3.6)

f 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0\

Vn = Hn = - x

2
2
1
0
0
0

lo

2
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
2

0
0
1
1
1
2
2

0
0
0
1
2
2
2 /

(3.7)

The generalization of Vim and Him to correspond to an m-by-m lowpass kernel is
straight forward. Therefore, the lowpass {Bli ) and highpass {Bm) filtered image
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sub-blocks in the spatial domain can be calculated by
B li =

V im

(3.8)

X B i X H im

Bm = B i - B u

(3.9)

Since DCT is linear and distributive to matrix multiplication, the above operations
can be obtained in the DCT domain. It follows:
D C T iB ii)

=

D C T {V im )

D C T iB ffi) =

XD

C T (B i)

D C T {B i) -

xD

C T (H im )

D C T {B u )

(3.10)
(3.11)

We used our lowpass filtering approaches on a sample image, an area of United
Kingdom(UK), which is shown in Figure 3.6. The spatial domain operations were

Figure 3.6: Original image of an area of United Kingdom(UK)
implemented by convolution with filter kernels of different size. Figures 3.7 through
3.10 are the lowpass filtered images of Figure 3.6 by convolution with 3-by-3 lowpass
filter kernel in the spatial domain, and using the above lowpass filters. Viz/Hu,
Vis/His, and Vn/Hir, as given in Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), in the DCT
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Figure 3.7: Lowpass filtered UK
image using 3x3 lowpass filter in
the spatial domain

Figure 3.8: Lowpass filtered UK
image using V/3 and Ha in the
DCT domain

Figure 3.9: Lowpass filtered UK
image using Vis and His in the
DCT domain

Figure 3.10: Lowpass filtered
UK image using Vn and Hn in
the DCT domain
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domain, respectively. The edges, the highpass filtered version can be obtained by
subtracting these four figures from the original image. By observation, the larger is
the filter kernel size, the more blurred is the lowpass filtered image, and the more
are the blocky artifacts.
Solution (II):
An alternative way is to use a linear highpass filter directly, i.e. take the differ
ence among the adjacent pixels. The sample filter shown in Figure 3.5(b) can be
implemented using the following pre- and post-matrices.

Vh3 = Hfiz

=

1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
V 0

-1
2
-1
0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
2
-1
0
0
0
0

0
0
-1
2
-1
0
0
0

0
0
0
-1
2
-1
0
0

0
0
0
0
-1
2
-1
0

0
0
0
0
0
-1
2
-1

0
0
0
0
0
0
-1

(3.12)

1 }

Similar to the above, the highpass filtered image sub-block in spatial domain
and DCT domain are described in the following formulae. Figure 3.11 is obtained
by convolution in the spatial domain, and Figure 3.12 is processed by using V« and
Hhz in the DCT domain.
B m = Vh3 X Bi X Hhz

(3.13)

DCT{Bm) = DCTiVta) x DCT{Bi) x DCT{H hz)

(3.14)

3.3

E dge E n h an cem en t in th e D C T D o m a in

As we discussed, the high frequency components only emphasize the local con
trast of the original image, but do not preserve the low frequency brightness infor
mation contained in the image. Edge enhancement tends to keep both edge and low
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Figure 3.11: Highpass filtered
UK image using 3x3 highpass
filter kernel in the spatial domam

Figure 3.12: Highpass filtered
UK image using Solution(II) in
the DCT domain

frequency information. Usually in remote sensing data processing, edge enhance
ment is implemented in three steps [17]:
1. High frequency component image is obtained by edge extraction using a highpass filter. The roughness of the image decides the filter kernel size. The
‘rougher’ the image, the smaller is the size of the filter kernel.
2. All, or a portion, of the gray level of the original image is added back to
the highpass filtered image, so that the local contrast of the new image is
exaggerated and the spatial details are more clear than before.
3. Contrast stretching is applied to the composite image.
As mentioned before, all three steps can be directly performed in the DCT domain.
Step 1 can be performed using any of the two solutions mentioned in Section 2.2.
We have used all the filters mentioned above for the edge enhancement operation
as described below.
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Application of Solution (I):
In the first method, the original image is first lowpass filtered by filters with different
size. Then the blurred image is subtracted firom the original one to result in the
highpass filtered image, the emphasized edges. After that, 100% of gray levels of the
original image are added back, and contrast stretching is performed. Figures 3.13
through 3.18 are enhanced UK images using the spatial domain and DCT domain
approaches, respectively.
Application of Solution (II):
In the second approach, the original image is highpass filtered with filter

and

Hfa- Edges of the image are generated as Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 100% of gray
scales of the original image are added back to each pixel of the high-pass filtered
image. Figure 3.19 shows the result of edge enhancement by Filter Vm and Hhz iu
the spatial domain. Figure 3.20 represents the same operation implemented in the
DCT domain.
3.4

M IN /M A X G ray-scale D eterm in ation in th e D C T D om ain

As mentioned above and in [9], contrast stretching in the DCT domain, while
being efficient, requires MIN and MAX gray level intensities to be passed onto the
decoder as the side information. To relieve this method from requiring the MIN and
MAX of pixel intensities, we propose some methods to derive the MIN and MAX
information directly fi'om the DCT coefficients.
It is easy to obtain the MIN/MAX information in the spatial domain. However,
in the DCT domain, every DCT coefficient is related to all the pixel values in the
original image block. It is clear that the gray scale of the compressed image can be
computed through the DC coefficient if this is the only nonzero coefficient in the
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Figure 3.13: Enhanced UK im
age using 3x3 lowpass filter in
the spatial domain

Figure 3.14: Enhanced UK im
age through Viz and Ha in the
DCT domain

Figure 3.15: Enhanced UK im
age using 5x5 lowpass filter in
the spatial domain

Figure 3.16: Enhanced UK im
age through Vis and Ha in the
DCT domain
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Figure 3.17: Enhanced UK im
age using 7x7 lowpass filter in
the spatial domain

Figure 3.18: Enhanced UK im
age through V/7 and Ha in the
DCT domain

Figure 3.19: Enhanced UK im
age using 3x3 highpass filter
kernel in the spatial domain

Figure 3.20: Enhanced UK im
age using Vhz and Hhz in the
DCT domain
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DCT domain. Nevertheless, for other cases, the combination of the DCT coefficients
must be considered.
According to the JPEG compression standard [2], the equation of the Inverse
DCT (IDCT) is:

u=0 u=0
(3.15)
where
fa r u,u = 0
othervnse

( 1
and

and F{u,v) refer to the original image block and its corresponding DCT

coefficients block, respectively. Every pixel value after the IDCT is the summa
tion of the products of all the DCT coefficients with their weighting factors in the
corresponding block. A table of weighting factors can be generated by calculating
the IDCT function with respect to indices of i,j,u ,v by assuming F{u,v) to be
1. Then, the maximum weighting factor, Wmaxi^^v), for each u and v can be se
lected. Thereafter, the MIN and MAX gray scale are obtained by using the following
formulae:
u=7,i/=7

temp
MAX

= ^
lF(u,v)lWmax('it,v)
tt^w=0
=
F {0,0)+tem p

M IN

=

F{0,0) — temp

(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

The drawback of this method is that huge errors occur occasionally. The results
can be improved by reducing the number of AC coefficients being used to calculate
temp, i.e. using large quantization steps.
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Based on the above analysis, the relationship between the AC coefficients and
the weighting factors is analyzed. Because both the AC coefficients and weighting
factors can be positive or negative, their product may be canceled out when IDCT
is applied. Based on this fact, the signs of AC coefficients and weighting factors
were taken into account in our second approach.
It is known that the DCT has good energy compaction. The DCT coefficients
in the upper-left comer are important for reconstmcting the image data. Here
we consider a small squared sub-block of DCT coefficients which can be used to
approximate the MIN and MAX gray scales of an image.
For instance, if four coefficients are considered to be used to approximate the
pixel value, we can apply the partial IDCT on these four coefficients by assuming
others are zero. In other words, it is possible to approximate pixel value by using
only a small portion of the DCT coefficients, which are located in the upper-left
comer of each block. Equation (3.19) describes the reconstmction process using
four DCT coefficients.
I

I

u=0 v=0

(3.19)

where
C'u,C„

, .

/o r u ,u = 0
otherwise

In our approach, 2-by-2 and 3-by-3 sub-blocks of each 8-by-8 DCT coefficients block
are picked to produce the pixel values, and the comparison is applied to obtain the
MIN and MAX gray scale intensities. As in the previously proposed two methods,
the weighting factor for these four or nine DCT coefficients can be calculated and
stored in advance. Using this approach, each reconstmcted pixel can be obtained
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by only four or nine multiplications with three or eight additions, instead of 64
multiplications and 63 additions for 8 -by-8 IDCT.
3.5

R esults A nalysis

3.5.1 Image Quality Analysis
Contrast stretching can effectively improve the image quality, and the methods in
both spatial and DCT domains resulted in the same edge appearance. The difference
can be measured by Mean Squared Error(MSE) using the following equation [24].
- Vnf

(3.20)

n=l

where

is MSE, N is the total number of pixels in an image, Xn is the nth pixel

value of the image processed with spatial domain approach, and

is the nth pixel

value of the processed image obtained by the DCT domain manipulation. The MSE
value of the two contrast stretched images (Figures 3.2 and 3.3) is 0.39. In other
words, the DCT domain approach almost does not cause any distortion.
Blocky artifacts are improved by assuming the values of pixels outside the block
are the same as those inside with the block boundary as a mirror. Let us compare
the result with our original design, in which we assumed the pixel values outside the
block are all O’s. Under this assumption, the filter matrix can still be symmetric.
Figures 3.21, 3.22 and 3.23 show that the blocky effects under our first assumption
get worse when kernel size increases. Furthermore, this phenomenon can be observed
in Figures 3.8,3.9 and 3.10 obviously as well. Figure 3.24 shows the result of making
the same assumption to the highpass filtering computation. Therefore, the closer to
3-by-3 is the filter kernel size, the less are the blocky artifacts.
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Figure 3.21: Edge enhanced UK
image using modified V/3 and
ff /3 under assumption of O’s out
side each block

Figure 3.22: Edge enhanced UK
image using modified Vus and
Hhs under assumption of O’s
outside each block

Figure 3.23: Edge enhanced UK
image using modified Vn and
Hn under assumption of O’s out
side each block

Figure 3.24: Edge enhanced UK
image using modified V^s and
Hhz under assumption of O’s
outside each block
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3.5.2

Speed-up Analysis

Since we operate on the compressed image data directly, we do not need to do
IDCT and FDCT to decompress and recompress image data. Furthermore, under
our assumption, the lowpass and highpass filter matrices developed are symmet
ric, and the corresponding FDCT matrices are diagonal. Therefore, the operation,
V X Bi X H, can be achieved by an element-by-element matrix multiplication (.*).
Equations 3.21 and 3.22 show an example using 3-by-3 matrices.

a 0 0

/7 1 1 712 713
0 6 0
X 721 722 723
1( 731 732 733
0 0 cJ

ae711 a/712 agI13 \
6e721 6/722 bgI23 =
ce731 c/732 cgI33 J

e
0
0

ae
be
\ ce

00\
/ 0 =
0g J

( ae /11 afI12 agllS \
6e/21 6/722 bgI23
ce/31 c/732 cgI33 J
(3.21)

V

a f eg \
( I I I 712 713
_ bg -* 721 722 723
bf
c f eg J
V 731 732 733

(3.22)

If both image and filter matrices are N-by-N, a naive implementation of linear
filtering using matrix multiplication needs 2 •
additions [8], while only

multiplications and 2 • (A — 1) •

multiplications are required in our filtering approach.

Let 0 be the ratio of the total number of the DCT coefficients to the average num
ber of non-zero coefficients. Chang and Messerchmitt showed that their optimized
implementation takes {1/0 + l / v ^ •

multiplications and additions by avoiding

operations on zero coefficients [8]. Similarly, the number of multiplications in our
implementation can be reduced to N^/0.
Note that the above method can be used only when the FDCT of the filter
matrix is diagonal. For the contrast stretching, N ^ /0 multiplications and one sub
traction are performed because only the DC component of DCT coefficients is used
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Figure 3.25: Planetary Nebulae NGC 6543, “C at’s Eye Nebula”, captured by HST
(NGC 6543)
for computing subtraction.
3.5.3 Error Analysis for MIN/MAX gray-scale approximation
Several images are used as test data, which are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.25, 3.26
and 3.27. They are Moon, Planetary Nebula NGC 6543, Planetary Nebula NGC
7027 and Lena with gray level range of (-118, -38), (-127, 126), (-128, 126) and (-84,
103), respectively (after JPEG normalization). Lena is used to show the algorithm
is also applicable to the non-astronomical image.
In our first approximation approach, the sign of the AC coefficient and weight
ing factors were not considered, and therefore, large errors were introduced. The
following table presents errors obtained firom our testing on Lena image which has
MIN and MAX gray level intensities as 44 and 231, respectively. The error here
is defined as the difference between the actual MAX or MIN gray level intensity
and the approximate MAX or MIN. Because the approximation is done within each
block, we calculated errors block-by-block. Let Cmax and Cmin be maximum error and
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Figure 3.26: Planetary Nebula NGC 7027, “Shrouds of Dying Stars”, captured by
HST (NGC 7027)

Figure 3.27: Lena
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minimum error, respectively, in the two tables. Median error is defined as follows:
Median =

Cvnax

C jnin

(3.23)

From the data listed in Table 3.1, errors are reduced when quantization step is
increased. In this scheme, large errors were caused by the blocks containing wide
ranges of gray scale intensities.
Table 3.1: Median error of the first method using different quantization tables (Er
rors are presented in %).
Quant. Table
MAX
MIN

Q2
Q3
Q5
04
Qi
2.7% 4.7% 7.1% 11.4% 15.7%
2.0% 3.5% 6.3% 10.2% 14.9%

As for the second approximation scheme, since it works on only four or nine coeffi
cients, the computational complexity is reduced greatly. Table 3.2 shows the Median
error obtained by using this method on the four mentioned images. According to
the data presented, the larger is the range of the gray scale intensity of an image,
the worse are the errors. Furthermore, we arbitrarily narrow the range of gray scale
of NGC 6543, NGC 7027 and Lena images to (-109, -84), (-115, -78) and (-71,-46),
respectively. As shown in Table 3.2, this narrowing the range wiU cause the approx
imation result to get closer to the original MIN and MAX gray levels than previous
two schemes. Therefore, this method results in good approximation for those images
with narrow range of gray scale intensities. The result are more accurate when the
size of sub-block is increased, but the computations will be more intensive.
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Table 3.2: Median errors obtained by using 2nd method on Moon, NGC 6543, NGC
7027 and Lena images (Errors are presented in %).
Test
Images
Moon
NGC 6543
NGC 6543
(narrowed)
NGC 7027
NGC 7027
(narrowed)
Lena
Lena
(narrowed)

2x2
MIN MAX
0 .6% 0 .2%
10.4% 6.7%

3x3
MIN MAX
0 .2% 0 .2%
13.5% 5.3%

1.0%

0 .8 %

1.2%

0 .6%

0.4%

2.5%

2.4%

1.4%

0 .0%

0 .6 %

4.9%

4.1%

0.4%
5.7%

0.4%
3.1%

0.6%

0 .6%

0 .8 %

0.4%

3.6

Sum m ary

A set of fast algorithms for image enhancement in the DCT domain were pro
posed. Contrast stretching, highpass filtering, and edge enhancement were proved
to be implementable in the DCT domain just by using the matrix multiplication
based on the properties of the DCT. In addition, the computational complexity
can be further simplified to N ^ /0 multiplications using element-by-element matrix
multiplication for the cases in which the FDCT of filter matrix is diagonal. Diagonalizing the FDCT of the filter matrix was achieved by decomposing the filter kernel
to symmetric matrices. The blocky artifacts can be greatly reduced by assuming
the pixel values outside the block are the same as those inside the block, instead of
assuming they are O’s. In addition, the blocky artifacts can be further reduced by
using a 3-by-3 filter kernel.
By using DCT coeflScients, we can also find the MAX and MIN gray scale of
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a JPEG-compressed image in the DCT domain directly. According to the error
analysis, the errors can be reduced when large quantization values are used. In
the second approach, satisfactory results could be obtained for both astronomical
and normal images with narrow range of gray scale intensities by using only 2-by-2
sub-blocks of the DCT coefficient matrix.
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CHAPTER 4

IMAGE MANIPULATION IN THE DWT DOMAIN
4.1

In tro d u ctio n

The methods for processing compressed images are naturally related to the un
derlying compression schemes. As introduced in Chapter 2, since the H-transform
[31] is a viable candidate for compressing astronomical images, aU the manipulations
we proposed here are in the H-transfbrm domain. In this chapter, the problem of
performing basic algebraic operations in the H-transform domain is addressed. In
addition, fast algorithms for interpolating image in the DWT domain is presented.
4.2

A lgebraic O p eratio n s in th e H -transform dom ain

This section shows how to perform basic operations of scalar multiplication,
scalar addition, pixel-wise addition,pixel-wise multiplication, and pixel-wise divi
sion in the H-transform domain. Suppose the image size is iV x N where iV = 2"*.
The forward H-transform and inverse H-transform require 4 x 2^"* integer additions.
Before we present the algorithms in the H-transform dom a in , let us compare con
ventional methods and the transform domain approaches for algebraic operations by
using Figure 4.1. In the figure, i^(j, k) and i^{j, k) are pixel values for two different
images, A and B, respectively;
cients of

k) and

and

are the corresponding H-transform coefl-

k); o(J, k) is output pixel values after algebraic operation;

is the H-transform coeflScient of o(J,k); P and P ' are operators related to al39
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gebraic operations in the spatial and H-transfbrm domains; H~^ and H are inverse
and forward H-transforms, respectively. Intuitively, perform in g algebraic operations
in the transform domain can reduce the computational efforts.
H
oOMc)-

‘AB

H

H
(a) Conventional Method for Algebraic Operations

P’.AB

(b)

,A B

New Method for Algebraic Operations

Figure 4.1: Conventional and Transform-domain algebraic operations

4.2.1 Scalar Addition
Consider scalar addition of pixel values. If the value of a pixel in the original
image is

the value of the corresponding pixel in the output image o{i,j) is

given by
o{j, k) = i {j, k )+ P

(4.1)

Like other transforms, adding a constant to each pixel changes only the mean value
(that is, the hoo component). The result is summarized as
+ 2”* • /?, j = k = 0 ;
otherwise.
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The conventional method needs 5 x 2 ^ integer additions, while the compressed
domain approach requires only one integer addition. Therefore, we save 5 x 2 ^ —1
additions.
4.2.2 Scalar Multiplication
Now, consider scalar multipUcation of pixel values. In this operation, if the value
of a pixel in the original image is i{j, k), the value of the corresponding pixel in the
output image o(j, k) is given by
o { j,k )= /3 -i(j,k )

(4.3)

Using the formula of H-transform and Equation (4.3), it follows:
h'jk = P • hjjfe,

j. A: = 0,1,..., 2”* —1

(4.4)

The number of multiplications here are the same as that in the spatial domain
approach. However, the saving is obtained by eliminating the inverse and forward
H-transform, which is 4 x 2^”* integer additions.
4.2.3 Pixel-wise Addition
The pixel addition for two images A and B is described as
o{j, k) =

k) 4-

k)

(4.5)

We can show that
fi'jk = hfk + hff,,

i,fc = 0 ,l,...,2 "‘ - l

(4.6)

Because the number of coefficients in the transform domain is equal to the number
of pixels in the spatial domain, this operation in terms of addition has the same
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computational complexity as the scalar addition, but . The overall saving is 4 x 2 ^
integer additions.
4.2.4 Pixel-wise Multiplication and Division
The pixel-wise multiplication and pixel-wise division are described respectively
by the equations
OÜ. *) =

t ) ■i®(j, t)

(4.7)

o ( j,k ) = i''U ,k ) /i% ,k )

(4.8)

Due to nonlinearity of pixel multiplication and pixel division, it is more difficult
to perform them in the transformed domain. Furthermore, every pixel value con
tributes to the magnitudes of all wavelet coefficients, making the derivation of a
closed-form formula impossible. They can be computed in the H-transform domain,
but partial inverse H-transform is needed, which makes no saving in computational
time.
4 .3

In terp olation in th e D W T D om ain

Interpolation is an importemt application in image processing, computer graphics
and computer vision. This technique can be used to smooth the surface of an object,
enlarge an image, or recover a signal from the limited samples.
4.3.1 Interpolation in the Spatial Domain
There are many image interpolation schemes used in the spatial domain such as
nearest-neighbor, linear, and bicubic interpolations, to name a few. The simplest
interpolation is the nearest-neighbor (zero-order hold) interpolation, where each
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pixel along a scan line is repeated once, and then each scan line is repeated. Linear
interpolation is a first-order hold. The easiest way to do this is to find the average
value between two pixels and use that as the pixel value between the two. We can
do this for the rows first, then take that result and expand the columns in the same
way, while assuming that the input image is zero outside the boundary. Another
method that achieves the same result requires convolution, i.e. convolving the zero
interlaced image with the mask H as follows [13, 30].
■1

^ f=

i

I à
. 4

1■

I
2

(4.9)

4 -

In most of the image processing applications, linear interpolation performs quite
satisfactorily. Higher-order interpolation, say p order, is possible by padding each
row and each colum n of the input image by p rows and p columns of zeros, respec
tively, and convolving it p times with the filter H, as shown in Figure 4.2. For
instance p = 3 yields a cubic spline interpolation in between the pixels [13].
Interlacing by
p rows and columns
of zeros

Convolve

Convolve

Convolve

Figure 4.2: pth order interpolation

4.3.2 Interpolation in the DWT Domain
Let us use a simple example to introduce the image interpolation in the DWT
domain. Suppose we have four original pixels in one dimension as follows,
%1 , * 2 , *3,%4
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after zero-order hold interpolation, we get such 8 pixels as in (4.11):
%1, Ût %2, %2, *3»%3, *4» *4

(4.11)

After applying DWT with Haar wavelet basis to both original image pixels and
interpolated pixels in (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain two sets of data as presented in
(4.12) and (4.13), respectively.
i\ 4- %2 + %3+ %4 II *1 4" *2 —%3 —H II i\ —%
2, *3 ~ Hi
2 (ii 4-Î2 + *3 + *4)

II

(4.12)

2 (ix 4-Î2 —13 ~ *4) || 2(2% —ig), 2(23 —24) || 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 (4.13)

As shown above, the zero-order hold interpolation can be easily computed in the
wavelet transform domain by adding a new subband whose coefiScients are zeros,
and doubling the existing coefficients as shown in Figure 4.3, where /i, h i- -- ,I n are
wavelet coefficients of the original image pixies. Therefore, computational complex
ity can be greatly reduced by introducing a zero subband without inverse wavelet
transform. However, this example is only associated with the nearest-neighbor in
terpolation, which usually introduces blocky artifact to the interpolated image.
r.

.

L ^1 ’ *2 ’

. 1

DWT

J

r
^ L 1’ *2’ •" ♦

1
J

Zero-order hold interpolation by 2
[ ij, i,, i 2»i 2,..., i N» i n]

—

— ►[ 2(Ij, I2 ,..., I[^ ), 0 , 0 ,..., o]
I_______ I
N

Figure 4.3: Zero-order hold interpolation in the spatial and DWT domains
Other traditional image interpolation methods usually assume that the under
lying signal is continuous and may require that it possesses one or more continu
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ous derivatives. However, methods based on this assumption may render an over
smoothed image. One important property of the DWT is that its high frequenqr
subbands hold the directional edge information at different resolutions. Therefore,
the edge information can be employed to find the relationship between adjacent
subbands. Based on this property, Carey el at [4] proposed a regularity-preserving
image interpolation method, which results in a better quaUty of interpolated im
age. Their algorithm estimates the regularity of edges by measuring the decay of
wavelet transform coefficients across scales and attem pts to preserve the underlying
regularity. A new subband is extrapolated using edges, which are selected by mea
suring Holder regularity and correlation between scales. However, Carey’s algorithm
pays more attention to the image quality than to the computational complexity. It
measures regularity using the entire wavelet decomposition subbands in order from
coarsest scale to finest scale, which are undecimated. Therefore, it is not practical
in a situation where we have down-sampled subbands in a database. Our purpose
is to utilize these limited coefficients to extrapolate the new subband, and reduce
the computational complexity as well. Figure 4.4 shows the basic structure of the
wavelet decomposition with three scales. The solid lines form the decimated sub
bands, where Si is the finest subband and S 3 is the coarsest. Interpolation in the
wavelet domain is to extrapolate a new subband, Sq, which is illustrated by dashed
lines.
In general, interpolation in the wavelet domain can be represented by Figure 4.5.
For iV = 2*”, we obtain m high firequency subbands after the full-scale DWT de
composition. Therefore, there eire m high firequency subbands, Sm, Sm-h • • •, •S'2,5i,
in the DWT domain for original data, and m 4-1 subbands, S'm, &*-i, • • •, 5i, Sb,
N

for the interpolated data. In Figure 4.5, In+u ^n+2 ,

, ^2 n = 00 - 0, if zero-order
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LH
S3
HL
S3

IX
S3
HL
S3

LH
LH
Si
HH
S3

HL

LH
S»
HH
Si

HL
s,

HH
S„

HL
S„

Figure 4.4: Two-dimensional three-scale wavelet decomposition

^

N

ij , ij ,

, ifj

J

N
DWT

■[ Ip

... »Ifi]

Interpolation by 2
l^ij t i*2> 1*3 T i 4 . . . . . i

2N+1» ^ 2Nj —

^

2(Ij, Ij , ... , If, ), 0 ^ , , If,,.; ,

... ,

Ijf,

) j

N

2N
2N

Figure 4.5: General model for interpolation in the DWT domain for 1-D data
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hold interpolation is applied;

/iv+2. **•.

= Rescaled Edge Information,

if the existing subbands are used to extrapolate the new subband,
Rather than detecting edges directly on the wavelet transform data with com
plicated algorithms [4,18, 19], Xu, el at [33] use the direct multiplication of wavelet
transform data at adjacent scales to distinguish important edges from noise. This

technique is based on the fact that sharp edges have large signal amplitudes over
many wavelet scales, and noise dies out swiftly with increasing scale. They use
direct correlation Corri(m,n) of wavelet transform coefficients at several adjacent
scales to detect the locations of edges, which is computed as Equation (4.14)
1—1

Corri(m,n) = ]J lV (m + i,n),
n = 1,2, -, jV
(4.14)
i=0
where I is the number of scales involved in the direct multipHcation, n and m are
the nth coefficient in the mth scale.
In our approach, we use only the two finest subbands,

and S 2 to save the

computational efibrts and keep the image quality. Since we are dealing with downsampled wavelet coefficients, the size of Si and S 2 differs from each other by two.
First, we need

to rescale the smaller subband, S 2 , to the same sizeas5i.In other

words, we need

to enlarge S'2 by two. The correlation of these two scalesareobtained

using Equation (4.14) with I = 2 and m = 1 as follows:
Corr2 (l,n ) = W {l,n)W {2,n)

(4.15)

where W {l,n) and W{2,n) are the nth coefficients in Si and S2, respectively. Then
the power of the Corv2 [l,n) is rescaled to that of the W {l,n), which results in a
new Corr2neu;(l»iî) using Equation (4.16)

Corr2 neu,{hn) = Corr2(l,n ) x

iV (l)
P c o rr(l)
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where Pw (l) = En W^(l,n) and Pcorr(l) = X)nCorr2 (l,n ), respectively.
The most important edges are identified where |C orr 2n«if(l>’^)l > |l^ (l,n )|. The
corresponding edge position and its value of W^(l,n) are stored in a separate data
vector, say Wedgeih n), for further analysis. At the positions where the most impor
tant edges are located, we reset values of corresponding CorraCl. m) and W {l,n) to
O’s. A new set of data Corr2 {l,n ) and W '{l,n) are obtained. Then we repeat the
above processes including power rescaling, data comparison and edge identification
to locate the second most important edges. This procedure can be iterated. As
we know, the noise is usually represented in the high frequency bands. The finest
subband in the wavelet domain is in turn more noise sensitive. Therefore, the above
iteration procedure is an effective way to reduce the noise.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show a 3-level wavelet decomposition with decimation of
images of Lena and UK. After applying the above interpolation technique in the
DWT domain, a new subband with related edge information is added to the existing
subbands (Figures 4.6 and 4.7), as presented in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Finally, the edge
information in WedgeO-iTi) is rescaled by 1/2 and mapped into the new subband, S q.
Mapping is, in other words, a spatial interpolation process. Two mapping techniques
are apphed in our approach. One is the replication, the other is interlacing with O’s.
After S q is constructed and combined with the existing wavelet subbands, we can
obtain the reconstructed and enlarged image by applying inverse wavelet transform
to the new set of wavelet coefficients.
However, the iteration is not efficient in terms of reducing the computational
complexity; although, it is useful for denoising. So we consider an alternative ap
proach, i.e. only 5i or S 2 is employed directly, as they carry the edge information
as well. Therefore, the computation is reduced to two steps, rescaling and mapping.
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Figure 4.6: 3-level wavelet de
composition for Lena image us
ing Haar wavelet basis

Figure 4.7: 3-level wavelet de
composition for UK image using
Haar wavelet basis

Rescaling factors are 1/2 and 1/4 for Si and S 2 , respectively. The two mapping
techniques mentioned above are also applied to this approach. Since we are us
ing decimated wavelet coefficients, if 5% is used, the mapping will be a process of
enlargement by four.
4 .4

R esu lt A n alysis

Several images are used in our experimentation. Table 4.1 includes detailed
information about these images.
Table 4.1: Set of images used in the experimentation
Image name
Category
Size
Lena
Natural image
512x512
UK
An area of United Kingdom, captured by satellite
512x512
NGC6543
Planetary Nebulae, ‘Cat’s Eye Nebula’, by HST
512x512
NGC7027 Planetary Nebulae, ’Shrouds of Dying Stars’, by HST 512x512
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Figure 4.8: Representation of interpolated Lena image in the DWT domain: ex
trapolate new subband using edge extraction and mapping techniques, and append
it to the existing subbands.
We first down-sampled these images to the size of 256-by-256, then apply the
spatial domain and wavelet domain interpolation methods to these down-sampled
images. After interpolation by two, the size of the images is recovered to 512-by-512.
We compare these interpolated images with the original ones. The experimental data
is obtained in the DWT domain using Haar wavelet. Figures 4.10 through 4.15 are
original images and reconstructed images from their down-sampled data.
The visual results from wavelet domain approaches are comparable with the
spatial domain methods, sometimes even better. The quality of interpolated images
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Figure 4.9: Representation of interpolated UK image in the DWT domain: extrap
olate new subband using edge extraction and mapping techniques, and append it to
the existing subbands.
is also measured by computing Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio(PSNR). Table 4.2 shows
the PSNR difference between the methods, including nearest neighbor, bilinear,
bicubic interpolation in the spatial domain, and using Si and Sz with two mapping
techniques, replication and zero interlacing. Specifically, the PSNR for interpolation
methods in the wavelet domain using correlation of Si and Sz with different iteration
times is also shown in Table 4.3.
Linear interpolation is claimed to perform satisfactorily in most of the image
processing applications [13]. From our experimental data, the linear interpolation
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Figure 4.10: Original Lena, 512 x
512

Figure 4.11: Interpolated Lena im
age using Si only and mapping
with interlacing zeros

Figure 4.12: Original UK, 512x512

Figure 4.13: Interpolated UK im
age using
only and mapping
with interlacing zeros
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Figure 4.14: Original NGC6543,
512 X 512

Figure
4.15:
Interpolated
NGC6543 image using Si only
and mapping with interlacing zeros

Table 4.2: PSNR for image interpolation methods: superscript indicates the sub
bands involved in computation, and subscript represents which mapping technique
is employed.
Images
Nearest
Spatial
Bilinear
Domain
Approach Bicubic
Zeroband
C12
Wavelet ‘-'reiitication
ql2 .......
Domain ‘^interlaeeO
Cl
Approach ^replication
cl
‘^interlaceO
c2
“^interlaceO

Lena
28.2908
29.4244
28.7584
28.2908
28.3468
28.3778
28.5055
28.5393
28.2395

UK NGC7027 NGC6543
24.5609
20.2709
20.8410
25.7479
20.4260
20.9359
20.5022
22.7457 J 20.4776
24.5609
20.2709
20.8410
24.5930
20.2731
20.8508
20.8504
24.6447
20.2717
24.7262
20.2766
20.8610
24.8312
20.3588
20.9161
20.8396
24.5260
20.2710
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Table 4.3: PSNR for wavelet domain interpolation methods using Si and Sz with
iteration
Images
Iteration Ç12
rep lic a tio n
012
1 times ‘^interlaceO
ql2 ■■■
Iteration ‘-'rep
lica tio n
Cl2
6 times ‘^interlaeeO
012
Iteration ‘-'rep
lica tio n
c-12
9 times ‘^interlaceO

Lena
28.3468
28.3778
28.5130
28.5618
28.5084
28.5703

UK NGC7027 NGC6543
24.5930
20.2731
20.8508
24.6447
20.2717
20.8504
20.2764
24.7200
20.8605
20.2731
24.8349
20.8643
24.7252
20.2766
20.8608
20.2733
20.8654
24.8485

scheme results in better image quality compared with the other two spatial do
main interpolation methods, in most cases. Among the wavelet transform domain
interpolation approaches, using correlation of Si and Sz or Si only results in bet
ter interpolation quality than what is gained by adding a new subband with zeros.
Comparing data obtained from two mapping techniques, interlacing with zeros works
better than the replication. On the whole, we can get the PSNR which is close to
that of the linear interpolation in the spatial domain, by using ■?,^ter/aceO* For some
images, this method can give even better results than the spatial bicubic interpo
lation . For images containing many sharp edges, such as Lena and UK,
with nine iterations can improve the quality of interpolated images, compared with
Sinteriaceo-

Other words, 5,^t„.,„,^-with-iteration is good at preserving sharp edges

and filtering the noise, although it is more computationally intensive. According to
our data, nine iteration times are normally enough to get the satisfactory PSNR for
images having sharp edges.
In [4], the authors claimed that the features in the finest scale subband

tend

to be dominated by noise for typical signals, and Si is the output of the highest
frequency filter in the analysis filter band. Si, in turn, contains most of the high
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frequency noise in the image. Therefore, Sz is used for creating the new subband,
5b. Since we are dealing w ith down-sampled wavelet coefficients, Sz contains only
1/4 as many coefficients as

Sq.

From the experimental results, the 5% subband does

not provide a result as good as Si does.
Although these interpolation schemes are experimented using Haar wavelet basis,
they can be generalized to other mother wavelets. However, more attention should
be paid on the size of every subband in the DWT domain, because the DWT is
a convolution process. When other mother waveles are employed, the size of each
subband is not necessarily a power of two. We tried using Daubechies wavelet basis.
But the results are not as good as those using Haar wavelet, because we introduced
errors when adjusting the size of the subbands.
4 .5

Sum m ary

In this section, we introduced a set of algorithms for algebraic operations in the
H-transform domain. Scalar addition, scalar multiplication, and pixel-wise addition
in the H-transform domain can reduce the computational complexity. Due to the
non-linear property of pixel-wise multiplication and division, it is impossible to
derive the one-step formulae for these two operations in the H-transform domain.
However, they can be implemented in the H-transform domain with partial inverse
H-transform, because each pixel value contributes to the magnitudes of all DWT
coefficients.
Two fast interpolation algorithms in the DWT domain were proposed in this
chapter. For any image, which is compressed by DWT, we can use the finest
subband(5i) of its DWT coefficients to extrapolate the new subband(5o) by in
terlacing zeros. The quality of the interpolated images is better than that obtained
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by spatial nearest neighbor and bicubic interpolation. An alternative interpolation
method in the DWT domain was also introduced. In this scheme, two finest sub
bands, Si emd Sz were used to extract edge information. The iteration process of
power rescaling, data comparison and edge identification was required to preserve
the sharp edges and filter the noise. This method is more suitable for those images
who have sharp edges and are somewhat noisy. Sz could not provide satisfactory
interpolation results, as it contains too little edge information to extrapolate the
new subband.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several fast algorithms for image manipulation in the transformed domain were
proposed. Since the DCT and DWT are two popular transform coding schemes
used to compress the image, the focus of this thesis was to introduce new image
manipulation algorithms in these two domains.
Algorithms for edge enhancement and filtering using matrix multiplication in
the DCT domain were derived. The computational complexity can be reduced to
multiplications when the FDCT filter matrix is diagonal. The quality of
the processed image can be improved by decomposing the 3-by-3 filter kernel and
assuming pixel values outside the block are the same as those along the boundaries.
MIN/MAX gray scale intensity approximation can also be done in the DCT domain.
Usually, an image needs contrast stretching when it has narrow range of gray levels.
Satisfactory results for the estimation of MIN/MAX gray scale intensities can be
obtained by using only 2-by-2 sub-block of the DCT coefficient matrix.
Since the DWT has become more popular for image compression and analysis,
algorithms for algebraic operations and interpolation in the DWT domain were
proposed in this thesis as well. Through the experimental results, the image quality
using transform domain approaches is comparable with that using spatial domain
methods, while the computational complexity was reduced greatly.
Theoretically, algorithms for interpolation in the DWT domain can be extended
57
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to use other wavelet bases, such as Daubechies. The problem is that the wavelet
decomposition is a convolution process. The different lengths for analysis filters for
the DWT make the size of the subbands not necessarily a power of 2. Sometimes, the
size of particular subbands is not consistent while decomposing images whose sizes
differ by 2. For instance, a subband has the size of 37-by-37 after the decomposition
of a 128-by-128 image using DB4; the corresponding subband has size of 38-by-38
after decomposing a 256-by-256 image using the same mother wavelet. Therefore, we
can not simply append new subbands to the existing subbands, unless we manually
modify the size of the existing subbands which may introduce errors to the whole
process. In addition, the rescaling factor between adjacent subbands may not be
two, which makes the problem even more complicated.
Obviously, zoom ing in for an entire image in the DWT domain can be achieved
using the algorithms we proposed. Zooming out by two is even easier in the DWT
domain. When Haar wavelet is employed using MATLAB, this operation can be
done by eliminating the finest subband and dividing the remaining coefficients by
two. Therefore, a lot of computations are saved when the size reduction is done in
the DWT domain.
Further research is needed to improve the results of our alg o rith m s, including the
results on MIN/MAX gray scale estimation. In addition, developing special tech
niques to generalize our interpolation methods to other wavelet bases, and zoom ing
in/out a selected part of an image can be seen as extensions to this work. Fur
thermore, other useful operations th at can be done faster in the transform domain
should be investigated.
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